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QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICE YOU CAN COUNT ON

FACILITY FEATURE

TYSON SANDERFUR
HARTFORD, KY

Tyson Sanderfur started his grain system
8 years ago with a vision for efficiency
and savings. He started by adding a 42’
GSI bin to two small, existing 12K bins at
the location. Two years later, he added the
elevator and receiving conveyor. Shortly
after the elevator, he added a TopDry and
overhead hopper.
In 2015, he upgraded his TopDry with a
second fan and new controls for increased
capacity and better function. Tyson also

WINTER PROGRAM

replaced one of the older existing 30’ bins
with a 54’ bin. With all of this progress,
Tyson’s system still has room for future
expansion and growth.
• GSI 30’ dia. 11 ring Top Dry(20K
Storage)
• GSI 42’ dia. 13 ring Farm Comm.
bin(58K Storage)
• GSI 18’ dia. 8 ring wet/overhead hopper
tank(5.5K Storage)
• GSI 54’ dia. 13 ring 4024 bin(99.5K

•
•
•

Storage)
Older 30’ dia. 7 ring bin(12K Storage)
Riley 6K elevator
Riley 6K incline receiving drag conveyor

Winter savings have begun! Now through November 30, 2015 receive the best prices on grain system components and accessories.
Stock up now on system enhancements, upgrades and replacement parts. GSI is offering additional savings of up to $2,000 on a new,
qualifying grain bin or portable dryer. Bins less than 27 ft. in diameter will save an additional $500, bins 30-42 ft. in diameter will save an
additional $1,000 and 48 ft. bins will receive an additional $2,000 discount (4002, 4004 and 4024 with less than 75K bu. capacity qualify).
TopDry also qualifies for these great additional bin deals!
New GSI portable dryers will receive an additional $1,500 discount on new dryers and dryer trade-ins can earn up to an additional
$2,000 discount from GSI, depending on existing dryer brand and manufacturing date (1997 or newer only qualify.) Bundle discounts are
also available for additional savings on all product in the bundle. Please call MAS for details!

EMPLOYEE FEATURE
Andrew “Andy” Farris, Millwright
Andy was hired in July of 2009. He was hired as a millwright
and promoted to Lead Millwright in 2014. Andy’s career goals
are possible thanks to continued learning, prioritizing safety
and work skill application. He likes working around farming and
helping create/build structures and systems that will be around
for years to come. He and his wife, Jamie, have three children,
Alexis, Jaylen and Andrew.

LARRY’S
LETTERS
We’ve had a harvest season for the
record books. I don’t ever remember
having near perfect harvest weather
for so many days without a break, in
that weather. Corn, in particular, dried
in the field much faster than normal. A
tremendous amount of corn went directly
from the field to storage, bypassing the
dryers. While this is great for cash flow,
with less money being spent on drying
fuel, it may not turn out so great for us in
the long run.
Be sure to monitor the grain in your
bins on a regular basis. A fear of
mine is that some of the grain testers,
currently in use, were manufactured
using older technology that may not be
entirely accurate today. There have
been cases reported recently where
corn went into the bin at one moisture
and came out three months later 1.5%
wetter than it went in. This is a result of
faulty moisture testers, currently being
used, that were built using the older
technology. Corn has changed in the
past 30+ years, and testing procedures
need to change with it.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
Remember to cool your grain down to
50°-55° F. as soon as possible. Corn that
is dried to a 15% moisture content and
cooled to 50° F. has a shelf life of one
year, but raise that temperature to 60° F.
and it will lose 40% of its shelf life. The
time spent before the corn was dried to
15% and the time before the temperature
was lowered to 50° F., greatly reduces
shelf life. Therefore, if moisture testing is
not accurate, its shelf life can be greatly
affected.
Another concern I have has to do with
the corn that dried so easy. Will the
moisture return to that corn as easily as it
was removed? That answer is yet to be
seen. Pay close attention to temperature/
humidity levels when aerating your grain
and monitor, monitor, monitor. I cannot
stress that enough. With lower corn
prices the margins are tighter, and as we
all know, spoiled grain benefits no one.
The Lord has blessed us with a bountiful
harvest, now it’s our turn to take care of
that harvest.
Sincerely,
Larry

Need a bin level indicator that’s
easy to install, easy to use and
easy to read?
We suggest Lev-ALERT® Bin Level
Indicators. This storage accessory
comes completely assembled and can
easily be installed anywhere along the
bin without entry.
Mark critical fill levels with one of
LevALERT’s easy to see, affordable
indicators to keep your system
operating efficiently and reduce risk by
eliminating bin entry.
As your bin material reaches the
indicator, the grain pushes against the
rubber activator, turning the color tube
from a black to a bright yellow color that
can be seen from over 300 feet away.

CELEBRATE!
Anniversary:
Patrick Mullican, Service Tech
Hired September 7, 2010
Aaron Driskell, Service Tech
Hired September 8, 2008
Shawn Chapman, Delivery Driver
Hired September 12, 2011
New Hires:
Bob Birchler, Service/Sales
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SERVICE TIP

Don’t forget to clean all drying and material handling
equipment after you are finished with harvest and
before it gets cold. Grain left in exposed equipment
will rot, which leads to shortened life of equipment.
Also, lubricate the air lock on air systems with
vegetable oil to keep it from rusting in the off-season.

